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DESCRIPTION: InPlais is a one-part (no weigh-
ing necessary), brush-on liquid, high in concen-
trated latex solids. InPlais is designed to help add a
non-slip barrier to your floor rugs, preventing them
from sliding, bunching, or causing accidents, even if
they’re on tile, laminate, or wood flooring. Avoid falls
or slipping due to sliding rugs or carpet by applying
InPlais, a bottom rugged adhesive that adds a slip-
resistant barrier you can trust.

This innovative non-slip rug adhesive can be
brushed onto the bottom of your rugs and carpets to
give them a latex backing that keeps them from slid-
ing or bunching up on tile, laminate, or hardwood
flooring.

Fabric and Floor Safe – This rug bottom coating
not only offers better high-traffic support for kids and
families, it won’t stain fabrics or scratch wood floors
to ensure your flooring and your personal effects
stay pristine.

SURFACE PREPARATION: Clean reverse side
of rugs which InPlais will be applied. Use a
vacuum to remove dust and any clinging de-
bris or InPlais will not properly adhere to rug
backing. Use a damp rag or sponge to further
clean the surface. Avoid oils, petroleum jelly
or oil clays as they will adversely affect your
mold. Avoid application directly on metals.
Test coat a small area to check for good re-
lease.

APPLICATION: Adding InPlais area rug backing
to your fabrics is simple. Just flip them over and
paint on the liquid coating. Once dry, the latex finish
will provide a soft, flexible, non-slip barrier to reduce
falls and spills.

After the first coat has become completely
dry to the touch, add a second coat allowing
the second coat to dry. InPlais dries to an al-
most invisible translucent. Drying may be
carried out at room temperature. Drying time
is about 3-hours. But the process will be
greatly accelerated if a current of air from an
electric fan can be directed across the surface

of the model. Heat up to 180° F. (using a hair
dryer) can be used to further speed drying.
The finished coating on the fabric must be
thoroughly dried to obtain maximum physical
properties of surface grip.

OTHER APPLICATIONS: Besides making rugs
tightly grip surface, InPlaise has other uses
as well. You may use it to coat the bottom of
slippers to prevent sliding on floors. You can
use it the coat the reverse side og fabrics to
keep threads in place . It is also useful to
protect the revers side of fabric wallhangings

SAFETY AND CLEANUP: Remove wet InPlais
with soap and cold water. Do not use warm
or hot water as it will cause InPlais to cure.
Dried InPlais can be softened with waterless
hand cleaner. To remove from clothing, clean
with dry cleaning solution.

STORAGE: Store at 50-70º F. Exposure to temper-
atures below 40º F. and above 80º F may damage
latex, causing irreversible coagulation. DO NOT AL-
LOW TO FREEZE. Storage life is approximately
twelve months from date of shipment.

I P TM N -S  R  B
Concentrated Liquid Latex Rubber Compound

Used to secure area rugs in your living room, runners in the hallway, punch rugs, wall
hangings, or even slippers that need a bit of extra grip while you’re walking around.

FEATURES

 Non-Skid Natural Latex

 Helps Prevent Accidents

 Washable, Flexible Finish

 Prevents Unraveling or Loosening of Fibers

 Easy to Clean with Soap and Water

 Available Size: 16 oz., 32 oz., 1-Gal

Color: White pH: 9.5 - 10.5
Base Polymer: Natural Rubber Weight: 7.90 lbs./gal.
Viscosity: Paste Total Solids: 75%


